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A.Weigel introduced the final stage of the Route Redesign process


Route Redesign will need to occur in two phases, Phase 1 in August 2022 and Phase 2
in January 2023. This will allow KU to meet the needs of students for a full academic
year and the City to make adjustments when the new transit facility opens in January.



KU is facing significant budget challenges, so there will be unavoidable compromises to
account for that reality.



This is not the final planned scenario, it is the final proposed scenario. Each of the past 3
years, our proposed annual route changes have resulted some changes after public
engagement.



Big ideas in final proposed scenario:





Sunday service introduced in January 2023 using microtransit service model. No
budget for weekday microtransit at this time.



New coordinated Route 100 provides year-round, frequent service between transit
facility, KU, and Downtown.



Realigned Route 27 provides year-round more convenient access for Haskell and
interline with Route 10 provides 1-seat ride from Haskell to Rock Chalk Park.



Routes 1 & 7 corridor swap connects grocery to multifamily housing.



Routes 3 & 6 interline provides improved 2-way service for north-central industrial
employment connections.



Routes 6 & 11 transfer opportunity at transit facility simplifies north-south travel along
Iowa St. corridor.



Routes 7 & 9 interline preserves important Holcom-Billy Mills-LHS connections.

M. de Vries discussed proposed changes to the KU routes. She noted the four offcampus routes will be interlined into two routes with 30 min frequency.

B. Palchik presented a summary of recommendations


Route 1, Route 5, Route 11, and Route 29 were used as an example. For each example,
B. Palchik showed the existing route, scenarios 1, and 2, describing coverage and
routing. He explained how public feedback affected the final proposed route design and
showed examples of comments received in the public survey. He then presented the
final scenario describing the coverage and routing.



B. Palchik presented a few examples that included KU routes including routes 34 and
38, and 41 and 42. The final recommendation for 34 and 38 were two interlined routes.





A. Rudisell asked about the duplication of Route 29, noting that the West campus
seems to have so much service. B. Palchik acknowledged the overlap but,
explained that different routes are serving different markets. M. de Vries noted a few
benefits of the new routing.



C. Tilden asked why the proposed scenario for 41/42 did not serve Stewart. B.
Palchik noted that this street would be served by other routes.

A full document that details this process for every route will be publicly available as soon
as is feasible.

City staff presented the draft survey and project website


A. Weigel reviewed the draft survey that will be live on Lawrence listens. He noted that
keeping surveys simple while presenting a lot of information is a challenge. The
feedback received from the last survey was that it was overwhelming to people. Less
content needs to be in the survey this time around.



The survey will include clickable system maps in high resolution for the August and
January service changes. Participants can check which routes they are commenting on,
then leave comments in open-ended text boxes.


L. McCulloch liked the way the survey has been simplified. She thinks it may not be
obvious for people to be able to see route details. She asked if hyperlinks could be
added to link users to route detail pages. She also noted that the verbiage used to
distinguish the August and January comment boxes needs clarification.



M. Fisher Issacs wondered if the comment box could pop up for each route. Perhaps
seven open text boxes instead of just the one. She appreciates the simplicity of it.



Outreach will start after spring break and will continue through April.



A. Weigel asked if different service color maps should be shown. For instance, in
January there will be a Sunday service day. Should we explore multiple maps for the
various service days?






G. Webber noted that we should keep the maps simple. Links could be provided
elsewhere to service days.

There are a few different ways proposed schedules can be presented. A. Weigel asked
the members what they thought of three proposed visuals.


C. Tilden noted the table is clear. He thinks the ring graphic may be too hard to
follow.



G. Webber thinks the first schedule is nice but would need to be made larger for
visibility. The table would be easier to see.

A. Weigel asked attendees what changes would be needed on the route details sheet to
improve clarity?


A. Rudisell asked about the visibility of educational institutions on the map. A. Weigel
noted they will try to show them all on the map regardless of whether it is on a route,
for the sake of orientation.



R. Hart asked if there could be an arrow to the place where routes interline, that
would be helpful.



A. Weigel noted this group should be invited to the May Public Transit Advisory
Commission meeting.



G. Webber noted there were several questions about wait time in the survey. He asked
what the hub wait time would be like? A. Weigel explained that the hub would include
timed transfers with planned recovery time.



G. Webber asked how the commute from the hub to downtown would work.

